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Abstract. Efficient management of virtual machine (VM) images is
important for the HPC Cloud where many VMs are provisioned and re-
leased by individual users who run parallel applications. Although exist-
ing VM deployment methods achieve high efficiency by thin-provisioning
on the shared storage with caching on the VM hosting nodes, unexpected
interruption and unstable performance of the shared storage are still of
concern for HPC applications. This paper presents a novel method to re-
solve these concerns by detaching the remote shared storage dynamically
after a base image of the virtual disk is transferred from the shared stor-
age to a local disk of the VM hosting nodes. The dynamic detachment
achieves both a fast boot and isolation from the shared storage, and the
delayed image transfer by multicast, at a low, controlled speed, success-
fully minimizes negative performance impact on the running VMs.

Keywords: virtual machine deployment, storage management, offline
caching, high performance computing, cloud computing.

1 Introduction

A virtualized HPC environment on the cloud is increasingly being adopted due to
users’ demands for more flexible usability [9,1]. Unlike traditional non-virtualized
systems, the users can build their own application development and execution
environment without compromising with others for software versions, dependen-
cies, configurations, etc. These environments can be instantly scaled, shrunk, or
moved through system-wide resource coordination. However, for such an ‘HPC
Cloud,’ one of the remaining issues is efficient management of users’ virtual ma-
chines (VMs) and their virtual disk images. As many HPC applications run in
parallel over multiple servers, numerous VMs must be provisioned or released
in a short time period without keeping the users waiting for interaction. Then,
once the users start their applications on the VMs, fast access to the virtual disk
should be available for the applications. Hence, the virtual disk images should
be efficiently and scalably stored and provided to the VM instances.

At present, the above demand for VM image management is mainly responded
by two techniques, thin-provisioning on remote shared storage and taking an
advantage of local disks attached to host nodes, as shown in Figure 1. The
former technique achieves fast bootup of VMs because only necessary data for
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Fig. 1. Techniques for hosting VM disk images

the boot, which are mostly small, are transferred to the VMs. Storage space is
saved by eliminating duplicate stores of the image data as a capability of the
shared storage. However, I/O performance might be influenced by other VMs,
in particular when too many VMs concurrently access the shared storage, due to
I/O contention on the storage and on the network between the host nodes and
the storage. For the latter technique, the local disks on the host nodes are used
as a staging area for the VM image but the boot after copy from the shared
storage takes a significantly longer time than the remote boot, and the same
issue exists for stage-out. A combined method using the local disks as a cache
for the shared storage is sometimes used for reducing I/O requests to the shared
storage, which would cover the shortcomings of both techniques. However, the
problem of using the shared storage is still a concern involving the HPC cluster
use case. The reason is that HPC applications usually run in parallel, demand a
much higher performance requirement than other applications, and take a longer
time for execution. Therefore, any interruption and/or performance decrease of
the remotely shared storage service could possibly cause a serious problem.

This paper proposes a novel method to resolve the above concern by detach-
ing the remote shared storage dynamically after the boot of the virtual cluster
(i.e., a set of VMs). In this method, the same benefit mentioned for the com-
bined method is provided and furthermore, an ability to be independent from the
shared storage is available. When a user considers if it is beneficial and makes
a request, the whole VM image is gradually transferred without much effect
on performance of the running VMs, and eventually staged onto the local disk
which may be either devoted to the VM or less competitive with other VMs.
The detachment would be more valuable when the cluster runs for longer time,
like the HPC use case. Our proposed method is implemented for the cloud in-
frastructure built with QEMU/KVM [6], RADOS [12] and RBD (RADOS Block
Device) [8], and evaluated to examine I/O performance of the VM instance before
and after the detachment, and performance of the cluster deployment, including
interference effects between I/O access and the delayed but controlled image
transfer.
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2 Related Work

Nicolae, et al. propose a lazy VM deployment scheme that fetches VM image con-
tent as needed by the application executing on the VM [5]. They use cloning and
shadowing of their scalable storage system, BlobSeer [4], for thin-provisioning.
The image is then efficiently mirrored from the BlobSeer to the local disk on an
on-demand basis, which is implemented with Fuse [2]. Schmidt, et al. study a
similar approach with a stacked file-system [10]. In our study, we have setup a
copy-on-write mode of QEMU/KVM with RBD/RADOS as a backend storage.
Since RBD provides an equal ability for thin-provisioning, when the RBD cache
is enabled, the image hosting manner is close to their approaches. In a later
section, a comparison of the results of I/O performance measured on the VM
instance between this similar method and our proposed method is shown.

Razavi, et al. study VM image caching in front of a remote network-attached
storage system like NFS for fast bootup of multiple VMs [7]. Since the boot
data is cached on a local disk or in main memory on host machines, VMs can
boot quickly without performing the bulk image transfer. Their approach can
be applied to a heterogeneous environment where each VM image is largely
different. Zhao, et al. also use a caching technique for VM image deployment on
a WAN-based, grid computing infrastructure [13].

Our proposed method is different from the above work, in the point of dy-
namically and completely switching use of remote storage to use of local storage
devices, after the VMs start. Our goal is to eliminate any interruption and shared
use concerns during execution of HPC applications on the deployed virtual clus-
ter, while maximally keeping fast VMs deployment by using the remote storage.

3 Our Proposed Method

Our proposed method is designed taking into account two observations. The first
observation is that each VM needs a small fraction of its total disk image at the
boot time. The amount of read data in our traced boot of CentOS 6.3 was about
86MB. According to a similar experiment shown in the paper [7] mentioned
above, the required size would be at most 200MB. In addition, I/O time during
the boot is short enough measured against the total boot time. These indicate
that booting from remote storage is clearly superior to booting after the VM
image is staged onto a host node. The second observation is that most VM
images forming the same HPC cluster are similar because parallel applications
(e.g., MPI programs) mostly assume a homogeneous environment. As long as
all VMs in the cluster use the same software versions and do not store so much
unique data on their virtual disks, the difference among the images would be
kept to a minimum. This characteristic is useful not only for saving the storage
space on the shared storage, but also for reducing the total data transfer size
between host nodes and the shared storage.

We now present an outline of our method as follows, with illustrations in Fig-
ure 2. At the initial deployment of a), a set of VM disk images for the virtual
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Fig. 2. Outline of our proposed method

cluster is created from the same template by using the clone and snapshot func-
tions of shared storage. Subsequently, a copy-on-write (CoW) image is created
for each node and every VM boots with the CoW mode. The CoW mode uses
the shared storage for remotely reading a base image and a local disk on a host
node for writing any updates (diff.), during the boot process. After the entire
cluster has booted, users can start to use the cluster with this CoW mode. Upon
the users’ request after the boot, the base image transfer to the local disk of
all of the host nodes is launched in the background. The transfer is performed
by using multicast with a controlled bandwidth so that any impact on the per-
formance of the running VMs can be managed to be smaller. Then, each VM
switches the base image on the remote storage to its own just copied one on the
local disk, which is the final deployment shown in b). At the shutdown of the
cluster, each difference image (diff.), in which all updates on the VM are written,
is committed to the remote storage, as shown in c).

The procedure on and after the second time boot is almost the same as the
first one, except that a unique part of the base image for each VM is separately
read by each host node. The read operations are performed in parallel after the
common part is transferred by multicast. Then, the unique part and the common
part are merged to form the base image on each host node, before switching the
base image. At the shutdown, for every VM, any new diff. from the last commit
is committed to the corresponding base image on the remote storage.

4 Implementation

We have implemented our proposed method as Skilfish, which provides a de-
ployment service for a virtual cluster. Skilfish uses RADOS [12] as a backend
storage system through the RBD [8] interface, and deploys the QEMU/KVM [6]
based VMs by efficiently using the remote shared storage and local disks on host
nodes. In order to clarify a distinctive feature of Skilfish, we first introduce how
the existing CoW method, which also uses both remote and local storage, can
be implemented with RBD and QEMU/KVM, and then explain Skilfish.
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4.1 Use of Remote Shared Storage with Local Caching

Hosting a disk image by using remote shared storage with caching on a local
disk is a well-known method. This can be implemented with the qcow2 image
format of QEMU. We call it CoW-LR in our explanations in this paper. The
qcow2 format supports copy-on-write, where each incremental difference is stored
separately from the base image. Therefore, the base image is placed on the RBD
while the difference is kept in a local cache during the VM execution. The RBD
provides thin-provisioning, which allows users to quickly create a base image
from a template image by clone and snapshot operations. A qcow2 image is
created on a local disk for storing the difference, associating this with the base
image on the RBD as a backing file. Thus, write operations from the guest OS
do not require transferring data to the RBD and the performance would be close
to that of the local disk. In addition, read operations can benefit from the cache
function of the RBD. When the VM is shut down and it will not be booted on
the same host again, the difference is committed to the base image. Since the
qemu-img command does not support direct commit to an image on the RBD,
the commit operation is executed through rbd-fuse, which exposes RBD images
as files by Fuse. When the VM is booted again but on another host node, a new
qcow2 file is created from the last updated base image, and subsequently the
VM is booted in the same manner.

Although Nicolae, et al. [5] mentioned several drawbacks of using qcow2, such
as complexity of managing multiple image snapshots, image portability, and
performance. We assume that the complexity will be reduced by committing
updated data to the base image on the RBD after every shutdown of the VM.
Moreover, at least in our operation case, conversion of the VM image format of
the virtual cluster would not be a strong requirement. One remaining issue for
the performance is discussed with our experiment results in Section 5.

4.2 Skilfish: Providing Delayed Transfer and Dynamic Switching
of the Base Image

Skilfish extends the above CoW-LR method, as Figure 3 illustrates the imple-
mentation. In Skilfish, a base image, which is a backing file of a qcow2 image, is
always accessed through the Fuse [2] module. The module confirms completion
of reception of the entire base image from the RBD, so that the image can be
safely switched and the VM can be disconnected from the RBD. Due to the Fuse
function, it is not necessary to modify the qcow2 implementation at all.

A common part of the base image is transferred by a set of one UDPcast [11]
sender and its multiple receivers. The sender is normally launched on one of the
host nodes, and one receiver is launched on each host node. They synchronize
after launched, and then the sender carries out a read of the common part from
the RBD and sends it to the receivers by multicast. This image transmission is
triggered by a user’s request after the entire cluster boots, and the transfer speed
is controlled by the MAX bit rate parameter of the UDPcast. If a unique part
for each VM exists, it will be read by each host via the RBD, and merged into
the common part to reconstruct the base image before the final deployment.
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Fig. 3. Implementation of Skilfish

Skilfish supports ‘sparse’ file. The sparse nature of the imported image is
preserved in the RBD/RADOS. When the image is distributed to the host nodes,
Skilfish uses the pipe option of UDPcast to compress/decompress data by lzop [3]
on the fly. Thus the amount of transferred data can be kept smaller. The copied
base image files are also stored in sparse form on the host nodes.

For the virtual cluster users and the upper cloud management software, Skil-
fish implements a set of operations to manage the cluster deployment, in the
command line interface shown on the right of Figure 3. Development of a more
sophisticated interface, for example, like that of the RESTful API, which can be
easily integrated into the cloud management software, is one of our future tasks.

5 Evaluation

We have evaluated Skilfish, in terms of the I/O performance of the VM instance
deployed by Skilfish and the performance of the virtual cluster deployment with
using the distinctive features of Skilfish.

5.1 Experiment Setup

The experiment was conducted with the machines shown in Table 1. There were
two types of hosting nodes; one used SSD and the other used HDD. All the
host nodes were connected to a 10GbE switch and all RADOS OSD servers were
connected to another 10GbE switch. Both of the switches were connected by a
single 10GbE cable. QEMU/KVM v1.6.2 was used for virtualization, and each
VM instance used 256MB memory and Virtio to access its virtual disk with the
‘cache=writethrough’ option. We disabled the cache on the disks and the RAID
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Table 1. Experiment environment

Host nodes Intel Xeon E5540 (2.54GHz, 4 cores) CPU×2, 48GB memory, CentOS 6.3.
/w SSD Intel 520 SSD (240GB) connected to the PERC H700 RAID controller was used

for hosting VM images.
Host nodes Intel Xeon E5540 (2.53GHz, 4 cores) CPU×2, 48GB memory, CentOS 6.3.
/w HDD 2×Seagate Savvio 10K (SAS-HDD, 300GB), which were configured to be RAID-1

by the PERC H700 RAID controller, were used for hosting VM images.
OSD servers Intel Xeon E3-1230 (3.2GHz, 4 cores) CPU, 8GB memory, CentOS 6.2.
of RADOS OCZ Vertex3 (240GB) via SATA 2.0 was used for storing data.

Each OSD used XFS as its underlying file system.

Fig. 4. I/O performance of the VM instance

controllers and flushed the cache of the file system on the host OS, guest OS
and OSD servers before every benchmark execution, in order to minimize cache
effects. Ceph v0.72.2 was used for the RBD/RADOS system and configured with
default parameters, in which 2 replicas were created for each object.

5.2 I/O Performance of the VM Instance

Figure 4-a) and -b) show I/O performance on a deployed VM by Skilfish (SF)
and other VMs whose disk images were provided in 4 different ways. Cow-lr in
the figure is the CoW-LR type mentioned in Section 4.1. In the read test with
the qcow2 modes (Lo-cow, Cow-lr and SF), data was read from a backing file.
The experiment was performed using the host node with SSD in Table 1.

In the results, the write performance of SF is almost equal to Lo-cow, which
indicates the difference between SF and Lo-raw mostly comes from the qcow2
overhead. Since SF and Cow-lr write data on a fast local disk, the performance
is clearly higher than Re-rbd. On the other hand, SF neither provides enough
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sequential read throughput compared with RBD (See Re-rbd and Cow-lr.) nor
IOPS for random read compared with a local disk (See Lo-raw and Lo-cow.).
In our investigation, the overhead would be caused mainly by the Fuse layer
and it would appear significantly in the fast storage backends such as SSD and
RADOS. However, since read cache is available in multiple layers: page cache on
both guest and host OS, OSD servers, etc., read performance would certainly
be improved. In additional tests, when data were on cache, the measured read
performance was comparable among Lo-raw, Lo-cow and SF, and higher than
others. In a comparison of the two deployment states of Skilfish, SF-fin achieves
equal or higher performance than SF-init in both sequential and random accesses.

Figure 4-c) shows the boot and shutdown time of a single VM by using Skil-
fish and the other four methods of providing the disk image. The boot with
Skilfish took just a few seconds longer than the boot from a local image, and the
shutdown with Skilfish was comparable with the other methods.

5.3 Performance of the Virtual Cluster Deployment

Performance of the virtual cluster deployment by using Skilfish has been evalu-
ated in terms of the cluster size, the advantages of the controlled image transfer,
and the image size of the virtual disk. All the experiments were performed on
up to 16 host nodes with HDD, and only one VM was allocated to one host
node so that the VM could occupy a local disk. In the experiment of the I/O
interference, the results of HDD and SSD are compared.

Scalability of Cluster Size. Figure 5-a) shows execution time of the Skilfish
operations for deployment, against the number of VMs. Each VM was simply
booted, switched to the final deployment state and then shut down without run-
ning any user applications. The operation time was measured from command
execution until the operation was completed for the entire cluster. The actual
size of the template disk image was 2.06GB though the virtual image size seen by
the VM instance was 4GB. In this experiment, the base image was transferred
without the LZO compression. In Figure 5-a), Skilfish provides acceptable scala-
bility such that a user can start to use a 16-node cluster within 24 seconds after
executing the Boot operation, and can shut down the cluster within 6 seconds.
The FetchBase and Commit operations have been investigated further next.

Effect of Controlled Image Transfer. When a virtual disk image is trans-
ferred at a low bit rate, the transfer time takes longer, but the I/O performance
of the VM instance is less affected by the background transfer workload. Figure
5-b) shows such interference effects in cases where the bit rate was limited to less
than 40MB/s, which is approximately 30% of the sustained write performance
for the HDD we used, and 16% for the SSD. In this experiment, only one VM
was booted and switched, and its actual size of the base image was 3.06GB.
The LZO compression was enabled in the image transfer. On the left in Fig-
ure 5-b), the increase ratio of the image transfer (FetchBase) time during I/O
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Fig. 5. Performance of the virtual cluster deployment by using Skilfish

benchmarks is shown. The result indicates that the transfer time is not affected
much by the I/O benchmark execution. On the right, the decrease ratio of the
I/O performance during the image transfer is shown. For read access, the per-
formance dropped at most 7.6%, which was caused by the interference between
the RBD access and the image transfer. For write access, a significant decrease
was seen for the HDD access and random I/O to the SSD. However, when the
transfer speed is limited to 10MB/s, the decrease stayed at 27.5% for the HDD
and 12.5% for the SSD. This implies that the speed control capability of Skilfish
is useful for not affecting much on the I/O performance of the running VM.

Image Size Sensitivity. Figure 5-c) shows the performance of the FetchBase
and Commit operations against the image size. In this experiment, first, we
booted a VM, wrote some data on that VM, shut it down and committed the
update to the image on the RBD. Then we booted the VM again and executed
the FetchBase, in which the last update must be transferred to a local disk
separately from the multicast transfer of the common part. The LZO compression
was disabled in the image transfer. In the measurement of the operation time, we
tried three patterns, 0, 512 or 1024MB, for the amount of write data at the first
run. In each case, the commit size was 80, 614 or 1126MB respectively. We also
compared the operation time among another three patterns for the number of
VMs. The results show that the Commit operation time increases linearly as the
amount of update, which is multiplied by the size and the number of VMs, scales
up. For the FetchBase operation at the second boot, the time increase is smaller
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than the Commit. This implies that improvement of the Commit operation speed
would be a primary task to support larger-scale cluster deployment.

6 Conclusion

This paper presents a virtual cluster deployment method, which boots a set of
VMs from a remote shared storage system and later switches the base of the
virtual disk images to the copies on an ephemeral local disk attached to the
host nodes, upon the user’s request. The method eliminates risks of outage,
faults, and interference issues of the remote shared storage so that users can run
HPC applications just by using allocated hosting nodes from that time forth,
while the method still provides a quick boot of the virtual cluster. Through
our experiments with Skilfish, it has been confirmed that the base images can
be transferred at a controlled, low speed, in the background, so that the I/O
performance of the running VMs will not be affected much. Write performance
on the VM instance deployed by Skilfish is comparable to the instance which
directly accesses the local disk, but sequential read performance from the remote
storage should be improved by reducing the overhead in the switching layer.

In the future, we would like to investigate further about the I/O performance
of the deployed VM instance and the deployment scalability in a larger envi-
ronment, including comparison with the use of other cluster storage systems,
and improve the implementation (e.g., in consideration of direct access without
Fuse). We also plan to integrate Skilfish into a cloud management platform.
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